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Abstract—One of the key traits in the assessment of ecosystem functions is a specific leaf area (SLA). The main aim of this study was to examine the potential of new generation satellite images, such as Landsat-8 imagery, for the retrieval of SLA at regional and global scales. Therefore, both statistical and radiative transfer model (RTM) inversion approaches for estimating SLA from the new Landsat-8 product were evaluated. Field data were collected for 33 sample plots during a field campaign in summer 2013 in the Bavarian Forest National Park, Germany, while Landsat-8 image data concurrent with the time of field campaign were acquired. Estimates of SLA were examined using different Landsat-8 spectral bands, vegetation indices calculated from these bands, and the inversion of a canopy RTM. The RTM inversion was performed utilizing continuous wavelet analysis and a look-up table (LUT) approach. The results were validated using $R^2$ and the root-mean-square error (RMSE) between the estimated and measured SLA. In general, SLA was estimated accurately by both statistical and RTM inversion approaches. The relationships between measured and estimated SLA using the enhanced vegetation index were strong ($R^2 = 0.77$ and RMSE = 4.44%). Furthermore, the predictive model developed from combination of the wavelet features at 654.5 nm (scale 9) and 2200.5 nm (scale 2) correlated strongly with SLA ($R^2 = 0.79$ and RMSE = 7.52%). The inversion of LUT using a spectral subset consisting of bands 5, 6, and 7 of Landsat-8 ($R^2 = 0.73$ and RMSE = 5.33%) yielded a higher accuracy and precision than any other spectral subset. The findings of this study provide insights into the potential of the new generation of multispectral medium-resolution satellite imagery, such as Landsat-8 and Sentinel-2, for accurate retrieval and mapping of SLA using either statistical or RTM inversion methods.

Index Terms—Landsat-8, radiative transfer model (RTM) and vegetation index (VI), specific leaf area (SLA).

I. INTRODUCTION

S pecific leaf area (SLA), which is defined as the leaf area per unit of dry leaf mass, is an important indicator of plant physiological processes related to ecosystem dynamics. SLA is among the ten essential biodiversity variables proposed by Skidmore et al. [1] to capture biodiversity change from space. SLA links plant carbon and water cycles, and provides information on spatial variation of photosynthetic capacity and leaf nitrogen content [2]. Knowledge on SLA values is important in ecosystem function assessments and for understanding plants’ growth strategies, especially with respect to climate change. Accurate and regularly repeated SLA estimates at global, regional, and local scales is needed when monitoring ecosystem, as well as for appropriate planning and monitoring of conservation strategies. Therefore, pinpointing affordable, timely, and readily-available remote sensing data together with robust processing techniques are indispensable for fast and cost-effective SLA estimation.

The application of remote sensing for estimating forest variables, such as SLA, has not been demonstrated using satellite-based data. As such, many studies have focused on high spatial and high spectral airborne imagery for the quantification of vegetation parameters in forests, e.g., [3], [4]–[8]. However, the high cost and large data volume associated with airborne data impede the use of airborne imagery for estimating vegetation variables at large spatial scales. The utilization of a new generation of satellites, which allows acquisitions of imagery at medium resolution (i.e., spectral and spatial properties), could be an alternative for accurate retrieval of forest variables including SLA at different spatial scales.

Landsat is widely available medium-resolution satellite sensors providing high temporal imagery for regional, continental, and global vegetation studies. The recently launched Landsat-8 operational land imager (OLI) is one of the medium spectral and spatial resolutions imagery that has global coverage and complemented by the recently launched Sentinel-2. Comparison of Landsat-8 OLI and Landsat-7 enhanced thematic mapper plus (ETM+) data among different vegetation types confirmed that differences in the sensor characteristics of OLI and ETM+ have a little impact on Landsat data continuity [9], [10]. Several studies have been undertaken to estimate vegetation parameters (including biomass and phenology) from Landsat-8 reflectance data by applying either statistical or physical remote-sensing methods, e.g., [8], [11]–[13]. The data (Landsat-8) have been further tested for estimating rice phenology date in China, using the normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) and enhanced vegetation index (EVI) [14]. Estimation of fraction of absorbed photosynthetically active radiation has been improved when multiple satellite data from MODIS, MISR, Landsat
Thematic Mapper (TM), and ETM+ were used [15]. A review of the literature revealed that Landsat-8 imagery has not been used to estimate SLA. As far as we know, the only study done on SLA estimation from spaceborne imagery was by Lymburner et al. [16] using vegetation indices. Previous studies have focused mainly on the retrieval of SLA from hyperspectral (airborne) imagery. These hyperspectral (airborne)-based studies include SLA retrieval using statistical techniques, such as narrow-band vegetation indices [17]-[19] and radiative transfer model (RTM) inversion through continuous wavelet analysis (CWA) [20]. However, estimating vegetation parameters using either statistical or RTM inversion approaches has advantages and disadvantages [21], and the available resources as well as expertise are often the main drivers of model selection.

In this study, our aim was to explore the potential of Landsat-8 data for estimating SLA in a mountain forest. The study benefits from a comprehensive validation dataset acquired during the summer of 2013. Our specific objectives were to 1) create empirical models to relate Landsat-8 reflectance and its derived spectral indices or features to SLA measured on the ground, 2) evaluate Landsat-8 reflectance data through inversion of RTM by using CWA and look-up table (LUT) approaches to estimate SLA, and 3) evaluate whether upsampling through Landsat-8 data would affect the SLA retrieval accuracy and models that others have investigated using airborne hyperspectral data.

II. METHODS

A. Test Site and Field Data

The test site for this study was the mixed mountain forest of the Bavarian Forest National Park. The park is located in southeastern Germany along the border with the Czech Republic (49° 3’ 19” N, 13° 12’ 9” E central location). Elevation of the test site varies from 600 to 1473 m above sea level. The climate of the region is temperate, with high annual precipitation (1200 to 1800 mm) and low average annual temperature (3–6 °C). Heavy snow cover is characteristic of the area in winter. Brown soils are the predominant soil type at lower altitude (below 900 m a.s.l), whereas at high altitude (above 900 m a.s.l), brown soils and brown podzolic soil predominate. The soils in the area are naturally acidic and low in nutrient content [22].

The natural forest ecosystems of the Bavarian Forest National Park vary with altitude: there are alluvial spruce forests in the valleys, mixed mountain forests on the hillsides, and mountain spruce forests in the high areas. The dominant tree species include European beech (Fagus sylvatica), Norway spruce (Picea abies), and fir (Abies alba). In the mixed mountain forests, sycamore maple (Acer pseudoplatanus L), Mountain ash (Sorbus aucuparia L), and goat willow (Salix caprea) are also found [23]. Due to heavy disturbance by bark beetle and wind storms in recent decades, the forest structure in the park is very heterogeneous [24].

A field campaign was conducted during summer 2013 to collect field data. The test site was stratified into broadleaf, conifer, and mixed forest stands. Given the heterogeneity of the forest and the time and cost constraints, we randomly selected 33 plots from the three main forest class strata, resulting in ten samples in broadleaf stands, nine in conifer stands, and 14 in mixed stands. Each plot was square, with sides 30 m long. In all 33 sample plots, forest structural variables, such as leaf area index (LAI), stem density (SD), canopy closure (CC), crown diameter (CD), and stand height (SH) were measured. The LAI of each plot was measured using an LAI-2000 canopy analyzer and was also computed from the hemispherical photographs taken in each plot. The SD was recorded as the number of trees per hectare based on the number of trees in each plot. CC was estimated by averaging five observations in a plot using a crown densiometer. CD and SH were calculated from the mean CD and mean height of five randomly selected trees in each plot. The CD of each tree was determined by averaging two perpendicular projected distances on the ground. The total height of each tree was estimated by using a Nikon Forestry 550 laser rangefinder.

In each plot, leaf samples were collected from mature sunlit leaves at the top of the canopy of three to five trees, using a crossbow, and their characteristics were measured. Leaf area of broadleaf samples was measured using the LI-3000C portable leaf area meter (Li-Cor, Inc., Lincoln, NE, USA). The surface of sample conifer needles was scanned using an HP double lamp desktop scanner at a resolution of 1200 dpi; the needle projections were computed from the grayscale images using ImageJ image processing software (which is freely available online); for details on the leaf samples’ spectral and physical variable measurements see [25]. The collected leaf samples were transported to the laboratory for further analysis. All samples were oven dried at 65 °C for 48 h and then SLA, leaf mass per leaf area (Cm), and leaf water content (Cw) were computed based on fresh and oven-dried leaf mass and corresponding leaf areas. SLA was computed by deviding oven-dried weight of each sample by its area. The leaf structural parameter (N) was retrieved by inverting the PROSPECT model, using simulation at three wavelengths (see [25]). For mixed plots, the average values for SLA, Cm, Cw, and leaf structural parameter (N) were based on crown biomass proportion of each species in a given plot. The variables measured in the field are summarized in Table I.

During the field campaign, the spectral reflectance of understory vegetation and ecosystem elements on the forest floor, such as bark, litter, mosses, and lichens, was also measured by using the ASD field spectroradiometer coupled to a high-intensity contact probe.

B. Landsat-8 Imagery and Preprocessing

The Landsat-8 observatory operates in a near-circular near-polar sun-synchronous orbit with a 705-km altitude at the equator. The observatory has a 16-day ground track repeat cycle with an equatorial crossing at 10:11 a.m. (±15 min) mean local time during the descending node. In this orbit, the Landsat-8 observatory follows a sequence of fixed ground tracks (also known as paths) defined by the second worldwide reference system (WRS-2). WRS-2 is a path/row coordinate system used to catalog all the science image data acquired from the Landsat 4–8 satellites. The Landsat-8 launch and initial orbit adjustments placed the observatory in an orbit to ensure an eight-day
To investigate the prediction of SLA, we utilized LE-SLA = \frac{(NIR - Red) \times 6(38)}{NIR - Red + 2(NIR + SWIR2)} + 6 \quad (is a correction factor (1, 0.5, and 0.25 for low, intermediate, and high vegetation, respectively).

Leaf structural parameter (LAI), leaf water content (LW), and SLA. Leaf structural parameter (N) was estimated using the PROSPECT model. The canopy structural variables measured were LAI, SD, CC, CD, SH, and ALA.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>( C_m ) (g/cm(^2))</th>
<th>( C_v ) (g/cm(^2))</th>
<th>( N )</th>
<th>SLA (cm(^2/g))</th>
<th>LAI (m(^2/m^3))</th>
<th>SD (n/ha)</th>
<th>CC (%)</th>
<th>CD (m)</th>
<th>SH (m)</th>
<th>ALA (deg)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Minimum</td>
<td>0.0061</td>
<td>0.0071</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>43.45</td>
<td>2.42</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>2.91</td>
<td>12.26</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum</td>
<td>0.0292</td>
<td>0.0309</td>
<td>1.93</td>
<td>165.64</td>
<td>6.18</td>
<td>1722</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>10.55</td>
<td>27.36</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>0.0147</td>
<td>0.0178</td>
<td>1.58</td>
<td>89.38</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>778.4</td>
<td>75.19</td>
<td>5.67</td>
<td>20.23</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. dev.</td>
<td>0.0059</td>
<td>0.0071</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>37.72</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>405.5</td>
<td>5.33</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>4.52</td>
<td>9.96</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The measured leaf parameters were leaf mass per leaf area (\( C_m \)), leaf water content (\( C_v \)), and SLA. Leaf structural parameter (N) was estimated using the PROSPECT model. The canopy structural variables measured were LAI, SD, CC, CD, SH, and ALA.

The reflectance values of the sample plots were extracted from the Landsat-8 scene and used for further analysis (hereafter, it is referred to as the measured reflectance).

### C. SLA Retrieval Approaches

SLA was retrieved using two approaches: 1) developing prediction models using Landsat-8 surface reflectance including individual spectral bands and derived vegetation indices, and 2) inverting invertible forest reflectance model (INFORM) RTM through CWA and a LUT.

#### 1) Prediction Models on Landsat-Spectral Bands and Vegetation Indices

To investigate the prediction of SLA, we utilized seven spectral bands of Landsat-8 located in the visible and NIR regions as well as seven vegetation index (VI) products available directly from the USGS archive in order to predict SLA (see Table II). The performances of each spectral band and VI were evaluated using the coefficient of determination (\( R^2 \)), root-mean-square error (RMSE), and bias values for the relationship between measured and estimated SLA through cross validation. For this, a wide variety of regression models, such as linear, stepwise linear, multiple linear, and quadratic regressions, were evaluated using the coefficient of determination (\( R^2 \)), root-mean-square error (RMSE), and bias values for the relationship between measured and estimated SLA through cross validation. For this, a wide variety of regression models, such as linear, stepwise linear, multiple linear, and quadratic regressions, were evaluated using the coefficient of determination (\( R^2 \)), root-mean-square error (RMSE), and bias values for the relationship between measured and estimated SLA through cross validation. For this, a wide variety of regression models, such as linear, stepwise linear, multiple linear, and quadratic regressions, were evaluated using the coefficient of determination (\( R^2 \)), root-mean-square error (RMSE), and bias values for the relationship between measured and estimated SLA through cross validation. For this, a wide variety of regression models, such as linear, stepwise linear, multiple linear, and quadratic regressions, were evaluated using the coefficient of determination (\( R^2 \)), root-mean-square error (RMSE), and bias values for the relationship between measured and estimated SLA through cross validation. For this, a wide variety of regression models, such as linear, stepwise linear, multiple linear, and quadratic regressions, were evaluated using the coefficient of determination (\( R^2 \)), root-mean-square error (RMSE), and bias values for the relationship between measured and estimated SLA through cross validation. For this, a wide variety of regression models, such as linear, stepwise linear, multiple linear, and quadratic regressions, were evaluated using the coefficient of determination (\( R^2 \)), root-mean-square error (RMSE), and bias values for the relationship between measured and estimated SLA through cross validation. For this, a wide variety of regression models, such as linear, stepwise linear, multiple linear, and quadratic regressions, were evaluated using the coefficient of determination (\( R^2 \)), root-mean-square error (RMSE), and bias values for the relationship between measured and estimated SLA through cross validation. For this, a wide variety of regression models, such as linear, stepwise linear, multiple linear, and quadratic regressions, were evaluated using the coefficient of determination (\( R^2 \)), root-mean-square error (RMSE), and bias values for the relationship between measured and estimated SLA through cross validation. For this, a wide variety of regression models, such as linear, stepwise linear, multiple linear, and quadratic regressions, were evaluated using the coefficient of determination (\( R^2 \)), root-mean-square error (RMSE), and bias values for the relationship between measured and estimated SLA through cross validation. For this, a wide variety of regression models, such as linear, stepwise linear, multiple linear, and quadratic regressions, were evaluated using the coefficient of determination (\( R^2 \)), root-mean-square error (RMSE), and bias values for the relationship between measured and estimated SLA through cross validation. For this, a wide variety of regression models, such as linear, stepwise linear, multiple linear, and quadratic regressions, were evaluated using the coefficient of determination (\( R^2 \)), root-mean-square error (RMSE), and bias values for the relationship between measured and estimated SLA through cross validation. For this, a wide variety of regression models, such as linear, stepwise linear, multiple linear, and quadratic regressions, were evaluated using the coefficient of determination (\( R^2 \)), root-mean-square error (RMSE), and bias values for the relationship between measured and estimated SLA through cross validation. For this, a wide variety of regression models, such as linear, stepwise linear, multiple linear, and quadratic regressions, were evaluated using the coefficient of determination (\( R^2 \)), root-mean-square error (RMSE), and bias values for the relationship between measured and estimated SLA through cross validation. For this, a wide variety of regression models, such as linear, stepwise linear, multiple linear, and quadratic regressions, were evaluated using the coefficient of determination (\( R^2 \)), root-mean-square error (RMSE), and bias values for the relationship between measured and estimated SLA through cross validation.
examined. Predictive models with good fit (i.e., a high $R^2$ and low RMSE combination during cross validation) were then used to retrieve SLA.

2) RTM Inversion:

a) Model parameterization and forest reflectance simulation: To simulate the spectral properties of the test site, we used “INFORM” [26], [27], which is a hybrid RTM that combines the forest light interaction model [28] and SAIL [29] canopy RTMs with the PROSPECT [30] leaf RTM. In INFORM, LAI is represented by the leaf area indices of single trees (LAI), hence, the in-situ ground reference values for LAIs were computed from LAI and CC.

$$\text{LAI}_s = \frac{\text{LAI}}{\text{CC}}$$  

where LAI$_s$ is a single tree leaf area index and CC is a canopy closure. The model uses several canopy structural and biochemical variables and sensor configuration input parameters to generate the top of forest canopy reflectance. The input parameters include leaf biochemical variables, such as leaf chlorophyll content ($C_{\text{ch}}$), leaf dry matter content per area ($C_{\text{m}}$), and leaf water content per leaf area ($C_{\text{w}}$), canopy structural parameters, such as LAI$_s$, SH, SD, CD, and average leaf angle (ALA), and geometrical parameters, such as sensor zenith, azimuth, and view angles. SLA was computed as the inverse of $C_{\text{m}}$ (see Ali et al. [25] for further details).

The INFORM model was run in forward mode to generate a simulated dataset. Next, the CWA was applied on the simulated data to identify spectral (wavelet) features sensitive to SLA. Then, prediction models were developed using the identified wavelet features. To achieve this, the input parameters of INFORM ($C_{\text{ch}}, C_{\text{m}}, C_{\text{w}}, N, \text{LAI}_s, \text{SD}, \text{SH}, \text{CD}, \text{and ALA}$) were randomly varied 10 000 times, using a multivariate normal distribution function from the field data. To avoid extreme values and unrealistic combinations, the randomly assigned value of each variable was limited to ±5% of the observed maximum and minimum values for that variable in the field data. A random Gaussian noise value of 0.3% [31] was added to each simulated spectrum to account for model uncertainties as well as reduce collinearity between the spectrum and input variables. The simulation was performed for the seven spectral bands corresponding to the band settings of the Landsat-8 surface reflectance data.

A sensitivity study had previously reported an insignificant effect of solar zenith and azimuth angles on INFORM-simulated canopy reflectance [32]. Therefore, other canopy, and external input parameters were fixed, based on the field data and Landsat-8 OLI specifications. Accordingly, values of 0.1 m$^2$ m$^{-2}$ for understory LAI, 32$^\circ$ for sun zenith angle, 0$^\circ$ for observation zenith angle, and 153$^\circ$ for azimuth angle were used. The fraction of diffused radiation was fixed based on previous study by Schlerf and Atzberger [26]. As bare soil occurred extremely rarely, the field spectra of understory vegetation and the forest floor elements were averaged and used as a fixed background reflectance during the simulation. The fixed background reflectance was obtained by averaging spectral reflectance of understory vegetation and ecosystem elements on the forest floor, such as bark, litter, mosses, and lichens, which were measured by using the ASD field spectroradiometer coupled to a high-intensity contact probe during the field campaign. For the details on model input parameters used during INFORM parametrization, see Ali et al. [20].

b) RTM inversion using a LUT approach: RTM inversion using LUT is one of the most popular and efficient methods in remote sensing [15], [21], [33]–[36]. It involves repeated simulation of spectra, using different combinations of model input parameters constrained by reasonable ranges. An LUT of 150 000 forest canopy reflectance spectra was generated by running INFORM in forward mode for Landsat-8 bands and using the prior information on the ranges of input parameters presented in Table I. The inversion was performed by searching for the simulated spectra in the LUT which best fit the measured spectra (Landsat-8 surface reflectance) and retrieving their corresponding SLA. The search for the best fit between simulated and measured spectra was determined by calculating and finding the lowest RMSE of an unconstrained nonlinear multivariate function [37] as shown in (2). The search for the best fit was performed using different spectral band subsets

$$M_N = \sqrt{\frac{\sum_i \left[ (\rho_{\text{mes}} - \rho_{\text{sim}})^2 \right]}{n}}$$  

where $n$ is the number of wavelengths, $\rho_{\text{mes}}$ and $\rho_{\text{sim}}$ are measured and simulated values of reflectance, respectively, and $\lambda$ is the wavelength.

D. Validation

The prediction performance of the three methods utilized in this study (i.e., statistical, RTM inversion using CWA, and RTM inversion by LUT) was evaluated using $R^2$, RMSE (%), and bias between estimated and measured values of SLA. The results of the statistical methods were validated by using the measured dataset in a leave-one-out cross-validation procedure in which the calibration set of $n−1$ samples was used to fit the predictive model and then evaluated using the sample that had been left out.

The predictive performances of the RTM inversions were assessed using SLA values collected in 33 sample plots in the field. $R^2$, RMSE (%), and bias were calculated as

$$R^2 = 1 - \frac{\sum (y_i - y'_i)^2}{\sum (y_i - \bar{y})^2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

$$\text{RMSE} (%) = \sqrt{\frac{\sum (y_i - y'_i)^2}{n}} / \bar{y} * 100$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

$$\text{Bias} = \frac{\sum (y_i - y'_i)}{n}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

where $y_i$ and $y'_i$ are the actual and predicted values for sample $i$, and $\bar{y}$ is the arithmetic mean of the measured data, and $n$ is the number of samples in the measured data.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. SLA Retrieval Using Landsat-8 Vegetation Indices and Bands

The validation of prediction models developed with individual spectral bands as well as vegetation indices of Landsat-8 surface reflectance data revealed significant correlations with SLA (see Table III). Among the selected seven bands of Landsat-8, the NIR (band 5) and the SWIR (band 6 and band 7) showed stronger correlation to SLA than bands from the visible region. This is in line with previous studies that reported wavelengths in the visible region (400–800 nm) being highly sensitive to leaf pigments, such as chlorophylls and carotenoids, while the NIR and SWIR regions are the most sensitive regions for retrieving parameters related to dry matter, such as SLA [19], [38], [39].

Many of the vegetation indices examined performed well in retrieving SLA from Landsat-8 imagery. In general, combinations of higher $R^2$ and lower RMSE values were observed at longer wavelengths and VIs, as illustrated in Fig. 1.

The highest $R^2$ (0.77) and the lowest RMSE (4.44%) combination was recorded for the EVI. The modified soil-adjusted vegetation index (MSAVI) and the soil-adjusted vegetation index (SAVI) were also showed good performance. This reveals the potential of EVI, MSAVI, and SAVI for fast and accurate retrieval of SLA from Landsat-8 imagery. These indices have also previously been shown to be a suitable index for other vegetation parameters e.g., [40], [41].

The precision of the EVI-retrieved SLA against ground-measured SLA is illustrated in Fig. 2. Generally the errors seem randomly distributed throughout the observation with bias close to zero but there is a tendency to under estimate higher values of SLA. One possible explanation for this might be that compared with forest leaves with low SLA values, forest leaves with higher SLA are more transparent, and, therefore, influenced by background material. The other cause might be model saturation. The model might become insensitive to high SLA and contribute to the under estimation of higher values.

B. Inversion of RTM Through Wavelet Analysis

In this approach, SLA was retrieved from Landsat-8 data by applying predictive models developed from INFORM-simulated spectra. Fig. 3(a) illustrates the correlation between the seven bands of Landsat-8 and SLA variation at different scales of wavelet transformation. The wavelengths centred at 561.5, 654.5, and 2200.5 nm showed higher correlation to SLA at scales of 10, 9, and 2, respectively (see Fig. 3) and were selected to develop predictive models. The highest correlation is observed for the wavelet feature 561.5 nm, scale 10. The significant correlation observed between wavelet features and SLA has important implications for developing rigorous inversion algorithms using satellite imagers for fast and accurate estimation of SLA through RTM and wavelet analysis approach.

We developed and evaluated predictive models for SLA estimation using the three selected wavelet features and their possible combinations as predictor variable. The validation results for the simulated and measured Landsat-8 datasets are presented in Table IV. The linear prediction model developed using a combination of wavelet features 654.5 nm, scale 9 and 2200.5 nm,
Fig. 3. Correlation scalogram derived from CWA of the simulated spectra for the identification of wavelet features which correlate significantly with SLA. Brightness (a) represents the coefficient of determination ($R^2$) relating wavelet power to SLA. A colored feature region in scalogram (b) indicates the wavelet features with the top 1% highest $R^2$ values.

Table IV

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Wavelet feature</th>
<th>Calibration</th>
<th>Validation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$R^2$</td>
<td>RMSE (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>561.5 nm, scale 10</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>3.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>654.5 nm, scale 9</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>5.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>2200.5 nm, scale 2</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>4.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Combination of A and B</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>2.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>Combination of A and C</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>3.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>Combination of B and C</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>3.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>Combination of A, B, and C</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>3.17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

scale 2 showed the highest $R^2$ (0.79) with the Landsat-8 data (validation). Higher $R^2$ and lower RMSE combinations were largely perceived in the simulated data. RMSEs were higher in the measured (Landsat-8) dataset than in the simulated dataset. This may be partly explained by mismatch between the simulated and measured datasets, which could have caused the values of the wavelet features obtained from Landsat-8 wavelet analysis to exhibit systematic shifts to higher or lower values, resulting in systematic overestimation of SLA (see Fig. 4). A study by Ali et al. [20] using hyperspectral airborne data reported a similar problem and suggested that the probable causes of this shift were atmospheric effects and sensor noise on the measured spectra. These factors may cause variation in local absorption peaks on the measured spectra, and lead to higher or lower wavelet power values during the transformation.

C. Inversion of RTM by a LUT Approach

Inversion of the INFORM model via a LUT, and all the Landsat-8 spectral bands yielded a high $R^2$ (0.84) value for SLA. However, the scatter plot of measured and estimated SLA values does not follow a one-to-one relationship line (see Fig. 5(a)), and the RMSE was relatively high (8.02%). This may be due to poor correlation of the VIS region bands with SLA.

The latter was further investigated by performing the inversion using a spectral subset. The spectral subset was chosen from the bands that earlier (see Section III-B) showed good performance in the empirical method (i.e., bands 5, 6, and 7). Consequently, when inversion was performed using these bands, the relationship between measured and estimated SLA became stronger and demonstrated a lower RMSE (5.33%). This spectral subset (bands from the NIR and SWIR regions) yielded a more precise result than any other spectral subset (not shown). The estimated and measured SLA values using this subset appeared to follow a one-to-one relationship in the scatter plot.
(see Fig. 5(b)). One of the main reasons could be that there was low error (mismatch) between the simulated and measured reflectance in those spectral bands. Our results confirm those of a study by Darvishzadeh et al. [34]; those authors recommended inverting RTM by LUT based on a spectral subset that has a low average absolute error between simulated and measured spectral reflectance.

In general, validation of the two approaches (i.e., statistical and RTM inversion) showed similar accuracies for SLA retrieval. During validation, slightly higher $R^2$ (0.79-0.88) was recorded in the RTM inversion than in the statistical approach (maximum $R^2 = 0.77$), but the lowest RMSE (4.44%) was obtained in the statistical approach when using the VI-EVI. Our findings are in agreement with those of Lymburner et al. [16], who tested several existing vegetation indices in order to estimate forest SLA from Landsat TM imagery and found a strong correlation ($R^2 ≥ 0.74$) between average canopy SLA and vegetation indices of Landsat TM data, such as the soil and atmosphere resistant vegetation index, the NDVI, and the ratio vegetation index. However, it is worth noting that using vegetation indices is highly site and sensor specific. A strong correlation between leaf mass per area and reflectance in the 750- to 2500-nm wavelength range has also been reported for tropical rainforest leaf samples [38], [42]. However, in our study, the accuracy of both statistical and RTM-based SLA retrieval from Landsat-8 data was lower than the accuracy of SLA retrieved from hyperspectral data; Ali et al. [17] reported higher accuracy ($R^2 = 0.88$ and RMSE = 3.34%) when retrieving SLA using optimized soil-adjusted vegetation index from HySpex imagery. Inversion of RTM through CWA on HySpex was also higher ($R^2 = 0.85$ and RMSE = 4.90%) [20] than in this study ($R^2 = 0.79$ and RMSE = 7.52%). Nevertheless, the results of this study revealed the potential of multispectral satellites, in particular of the new generation of satellites, such as Landsat-8 and Sentinel-2, for retrieving SLA particularly in the NIR and SWIR regions.

IV. Conclusion

The main goal of this study was to evaluate the potential of Landsat-8 imagery to retrieve SLA by using either statistical (empirical) or physical (RTM) approaches. In the retrieval process, both statistical and RTM approaches showed good performance. However, systematic errors were observed in the inversion of RTM through CWA. Typically, the influence of upscaling to coarser remote-sensing data (satellite image) on retrieval accuracy was minimal. The evidence from this study suggests that one can apply simple statistical methods such as the EVI for fast and reasonable mapping of SLA at local scales from spaceborne satellite imagery. However, since the VI tends to be site and sensor specific, a more robust and vigorous approach when temporal mapping of SLA at regional and global scales is required could be RTM inversion. This study has gone some way toward enhancing our understanding of quantifying plant functional traits from remotely sensed data with coarse spectral resolution. However, in this study, the forest area is mainly dominated by three tree species: namely European beech, Norway spruce, and Fir. Therefore, the application of the developed methods to other structurally different vegetation types and heterogeneous areas with high species variability and vegetation communities need to be evaluated using both hyperspectral and multispectral remote sensing data. Further research is also required to explore the potential of new high- and medium-resolution spaceborne satellite data for accurate retrieval of SLA.
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